### Rand McNally Maps & Atlases

**21-07-001 | $14.95 | PURCHASE**

**2022 Road Atlas.**


The Rand McNally Road Atlas is the most trusted and best-selling atlas on the market. This updated 2022 edition contains maps of every U.S. state and Canadian province, an overview map of Mexico, and detailed inset maps of over 350 cities and 25 national parks.

**21-07-002 | $17.95 | PURCHASE**

**2022 Road Atlas w/ Protective Vinyl Cover.**


A durable see-through cover enhances the 2022 Rand McNally Road Atlas, making it travel-ready with added protection against constant use, spills and exposure to the elements.

The updated 2022 edition contains maps of every U.S. state and Canadian province, an overview map of Mexico, and detailed inset maps of over 350 cities and 20 U.S. national parks. Road construction and conditions contact information for every state conveniently located above the maps. Contains mileage chart showing distances between 90 North American cities and national parks along with a driving times map.

**21-07-003 | $24.95 | PURCHASE**

**2022 Road Atlas and National Park Guide.**


Pinpoint the best in the best: America’s 59 national parks. With essential information and tips, hundreds of photos and maps, and a complete Road Atlas, the 2022 National Park Atlas & Guide is all you need to have extraordinary park experiences. A four-color, 132-page National Park Guide details the best of the best in each park — from trails, drives, and natural wonders to programs, museums, and lodges. Park inset maps highlight key points-of-interest.

**21-07-004 | $7.95 | PURCHASE**

**2022 Midsize Road Atlas.**


The most trusted and best-selling U.S. atlas on the market, made portable! The updated North American atlas contains maps of every U.S. state and Canadian province, an overview map of Mexico, and detailed maps of more than 50 North American cities—all conveniently packaged for travel. The 2022 Midsize Road Atlas contains mileage chart showing distances between 77 cities and national parks with driving times map.

**21-07-005 | $9.95 | PURCHASE**

**2022 Midsize Easy Finder Road Atlas.**


The Rand McNally 2022 EasyFinder Midsize Road Atlas features 35% larger maps than those found in our standard Midsize Atlas. This spiral-bound, updated North American atlas contains maps of every U.S. state and Canadian province, an overview map of Mexico, and detailed maps of more than 50 North American cities — all conveniently packaged for travel. Contains mileage chart showing distances between 77 cities and national parks with driving times map. Spiral binding allows the book to lay open easily.
Rand McNally Cont.

21-07-006 | $125.00 | PURCHASE

Large Scale United States, 2022 Motor Carriers’ Road Atlas.


Rand McNally’s road atlas of the United States includes laminated and spiral bound pages for heavy use. The Large Scale version features maps that are 37% larger than the regular motor carriers’ map. The revised 2022 edition includes updated maps, routes and motor carrier information (including low clearances, mileage charts and weigh stations). Organized by state, with insets of major cities. Also includes plenty of on-the-road resources and a city and town index.

21-07-007 | $79.95 | PURCHASE

United States, Canada and Mexico, 2022 Deluxe Motor Carriers’ Road Atlas.


Rand McNally’s deluxe atlas of the United States includes laminated and spiral bound pages for heavy use. The revised 2022 edition includes updated maps, routes and motor carrier information (including low clearances, mileage charts and weigh stations). Organized by state, with insets of major cities. Also includes plenty of on-the-road resources and a city and town index.

21-07-008 | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Large Scale Road Atlas 2022 United States.


Give road-weary eyes a break with the spiral-bound 2022 Large Scale Road Atlas. The North American atlas contains maps of every U.S. state that are 35% larger than our standard Road Atlas, plus more than 350 detailed city inset and national park maps and a comprehensive, unabridged index.

GM Johnson Maps

21-07-009 | $6.95 | PURCHASE

Fort Worth, Texas.


City map of Fort Worth, Arlington, Bedford, Euless, Forest Hill, Harlton City, River Oaks, White Settlement and adjoining communities plus downtown enlargement and index.

21-07-010 | $4.95 | PURCHASE

Austin, Texas by Five Star Maps, Inc.


This Five Star Map title provides coverage of Austin, Texas, including Cedar Park, Georgetown, Leander, Pflugerville, Rollingwood, Round Rock, San Leanna, Sunset Valley, Weir, and West Lake Hills.

21-07-011 | $6.95 | PURCHASE

Dallas, Texas Rapid Routes by Five Star Maps, Inc.


Laminated folded road map of Dallas. Detailed city map on one side, with airport information, street index, and insets of region and downtown on reverse.

21-07-012 | $4.95 | PURCHASE

San Antonio, Texas by Five Star Maps, Inc.


21-07-013 | $6.95 | PURCHASE

Florida : Rapid Routes : laminated road map.


The durable and convenient design of Five Star’s Rapid Routes laminated road maps allows you to mark your routes, write notes, and wipe the surface clean for reuse. The Florida Rapid Routes laminated road map includes map insets of: Daytona Beach, Florida Keys, Jacksonville, Miami/ Ft. Lauderdale, Orlando, Tallahassee, Tampa Bay Area, and Walt Disney World. Also includes: Complete Cities and Towns Index.

21-07-014 | $4.95 | PURCHASE

Houston, Texas, Metro by Five Star Maps, Inc.


Regional map of Houston and surrounding areas. Reverse includes maps of Texas Medical Center, Downtown Houston, and the Houston wider region, plus map of George Bush International Airport and index of cities and towns.
GM Johnson Maps Cont.

21-07-015 | $4.95 | PURCHASE
Kansas by Five Star Maps, Inc.

Folded color road map of Kansas, including maps of Dodge City, Emporia, Garden City, Great Bend, Hays, Hutchinson, Junction City, Kansas City & vicinity, Lawrence, Leavenworth, Liberal, Manhattan, Newton, Pittsburg, Salina, Topeka and Wichita. Also includes mileage chart and complete index.

National Geographic Maps

21-07-016 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness, East, Map 722.

National Geographic’s Trails Illustrated map of Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness East delivers extensive detail and valuable information to assist you in your exploration of this breathtaking wilderness.

21-07-017 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve : Alaska, USA.

This Trails Illustrated map for Glacier Bay National Park, Glacier Bay National Preserve, and surrounding area in Alaska’s panhandle is perfect for hiking, camping, boating, paddling, and wildlife viewing in this scenic, rugged frontier.

21-07-018 | $11.95 | PURCHASE
Rocky Mountain National Park : Colorado, USA.

National Geographic’s Trails Illustrated map of Rocky Mountain National Park delivers unmatched detail and valuable information to assist you in your exploration of this breathtaking wilderness.

21-07-019 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Red Feather Lakes and Glendevey, Map 111.

National Geographic’s Trails Illustrated map of Red Feather Lakes and Glendevey provides detail of this mountainous area in north central Colorado.

Fishing Hot Spots Maps

21-07-022 | $12.99 | PURCHASE
Alexandria Chain Fishing Map.

The Alexandria Chain includes Carlos, Darling, Geneva, Le Homme Dieu, and Victoria Lakes totaling 6,268 acres connected by navigable channels. Featured Species: Vary by lake but include Northern Pike, Walleye, Largemouth Bass, Bluegill, Perch, Pumpkinseed, Crappie, Bullhead and Tullibee.

21-07-023 | $12.99 | PURCHASE
Devils Lake Fishing Map.

Special Edition Fishing Map with Updated Fishery Information and Contours. Devils Lake is North Dakota’s largest natural lake and provides excellent fishing opportunities for anglers of all ages and abilities throughout the year. Perch fishing is very popular in winter, with fish being caught close to 2 pounds. Devils Lake is known as a quality walleye fishery. Fish larger than 10 pounds can be found. Northern pike are abundant and provide exciting battles. Anglers have caught 20 plus pound northern pike and 4 pound fish are common. White bass can be found in excess of 3 pounds.
Fishing Hot Spots Cont.

21-07-024 | $12.99 | PURCHASE
Gull Lake (Crow Wing/Cass Co. Fishing Map, MN)
Fishing Map.

Gull Lake remains one of Minnesota’s premier recreational lakes, boasting a long tradition of excellent walleye, pike and bass fishing. Featured Species: Walleye, Largemouth Bass, Perch and Bluegill.

21-07-025 | $12.99 | PURCHASE
Lake Minnetonka Fishing Map.

This metropolitan lake is surrounded by 15 communities. It is comprised of a series of smaller, interconnected lakes and bays that, when totaled, ranks as the 10th largest lake in Minnesota. The bass population offers both quality size and numbers.

21-07-026 | $12.99 | PURCHASE
Lake Namakagon Fishing Map (Bayfield Co).

Lake Namakagon is a walleye producer in both size and numbers!

21-07-027 | $12.99 | PURCHASE
Lake of the Woods Northwest Fishing Map, Lake (incl. Clearwater/Portage Narrows).

1 of a 4 Map Set. Lake of the Woods is a premier Ontario fishing destination with walleye, smallmouth bass and muskie providing exceptional fisheries. In addition to the quality fishery, the lake’s size, maze of islands, bays and scenic shorelines add to the attraction. This map includes Clearwater Bay, Labyrinth Bay, Monument Bay, Ptarmigan Bay, Big Narrows and Bishop Bay.

21-07-028 | $12.99 | PURCHASE
Lake of the Ozarks-West (Truman Dam to Hurricane Deck Bridge) Fishing Map.

1 of a 3 Map Set. Lake of the Ozarks is one of the Midwest’s most productive fisheries. National, regional & local bass tournaments have added to the reputation. It is recognized as the nation’s most developed lake.

21-07-029 | $13.99 | PURCHASE
Lake Okeechobee Fishing Map.

Lake Okeechobee is the second largest lake entirely within one state and is considered the ‘Mother of the Everglades.’ Millions of largemouth bass inhabit this huge lake and are caught year-round.

21-07-030 | $12.99 | PURCHASE
Lake Ontario Fishing Map (Oswego Area).

Lake Ontario, smallest of the Great Lakes, is nevertheless the 15th largest lake in the world, and famous for rapidly changing weather conditions. The entire 6,700 square mile area south and west of Long Point, Ontario and Stony Point, New York functions as a single, main basin. This map covers about 600 square miles of the main basin, with a maximum depth of over 700 feet.

Services: Approval Plans, Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique needs and specifications. With many years of experience serving academic, public and government libraries with foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services and solutions, including custom map and data production, and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized solutions for your mapping needs.